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With more than one million copies sold, Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons is a
remarkable step-by-step, phonics-based program that teaches your child to read in just 20
minutes a day—with love, care, and joy a parent and child can share. Now fully revised and
updated!“[A] magical book...I’ve seen this method work in my own home, having used it with
both of my children and watched that light go on.”—John McWhorter, The New York TimesIs
your 4-year-old or even 3-year-old child expressing interest in reading, constantly pretending to
read, and asking questions while you are reading? Do you want to develop a young reader but
are unsure of how to do it? Is your child halfway through kindergarten and unable to read simple
words without memorizing or guessing? Do you want to teach your child to read using the most
research-supported method with a long record of success?Teach Your Child to Read in 100
Easy Lessons is an adaptation of the most successful beginning reading program written for
schools. More than 50 formal studies using the highest-quality research methods have
documented the superiority of the Direct Instruction approach to phonics and other essential
beginning reading skills.Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons is a complete, sensible,
easy-to-follow, step-by-step program that shows simply and clearly how to teach children to
read. In 100 lessons, color-coded for clarity and ease of delivery, you can give your child the
basic and more advanced skills needed to be a good reader—at about a second-grade
level.Twenty minutes a day is all your child needs to become an independent reader in 100
lessons. It’s an enjoyable way to help your child gain the vital skills of reading. Everything you
need is here for you and your child to learn together. Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy
Lessons will bring you and your child a sense of accomplishment and confidence while giving
your child the reading skills needed now for a better chance at tomorrow.

“School boards should be pressured as much as possible to teach reading via the Direct
Instruction method of phonics. And if they won’t, there’s what I call the magical book: Teach Your
Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons, by Englemann with Phyllis Haddox and Elaine Bruner. I’ve
seen this method work in my own home, having used it with both of my children and watched
that light go on.” —John McWhorter, The New York Times About the AuthorSiegfried Engelmann
is a professor of education at the University of Oregon, and has written many books on teaching,
including Give Your Child a Superior Mind. He is the originator of Direct Instruction, the most
successful approach to teaching, and he has developed more than fifty Direct Instruction
programs. For more information, go to ZigSite.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.Chapter 1LESSON 1TASK 1 SOUNDS INTRODUCTION1. (Point to m)I'm going
to touch under this sound and say the sound. (Touch first ball of arrow. Move quickly to second
ball. Hold two seconds.) mmmmmm. (Release point.)2. Your turn to say the sound when I touch



under it. (Touch first ball.)Get ready. (Move quickly to second ball. Hold.) "mmmmmm."(To
correct child saying a wrong sound or not responding:) The sound is mmmmmm. (Repeat step
2.)3. (Touch first ball.)Again. Get ready. (Move quickly to second ball. Hold.)
"mmmmmm." (Repeat three more times.)4. (Point to s.)I'm going to touch under this sound and
say the sound. (Touch first ball of arrow. Move quickly to second ball. Hold.) ssssss. (Release
point.)5. Your turn to say the sound when I touch under it. (Touch first ball.)Get ready. (Move
quickly to second ball. Hold.) "ssssss."(To correct child saying a wrong sound or not
responding:) The sound is ssssss. (Repeat step 5.)6. (Touch first ball.)Again. Get ready. (Move
quickly to second ball. Hold.) "ssssss." (Repeat three more times.)TASK 2 SAY IT FAST1. Let's
play say-it-fast. My turn: motor (pause) boat. (Pause.) Say it fast. motorboat.2. Your turn. Wait
until I tell you to say it fast. motor (pause) boat. (Pause.) Say it fast. "motorboat." (Repeat step 2
until firm.)(To correct child saying word slowly -- for example, "motor [pause] boat":) You didn't
say it fast. Here's saying it fast: motorboat. Say that. "motorboat." Now let's do that part again.
(Repeat step 2.)3. New word. Listen: ice (pause) cream. (Pause.) Say it fast. "icecream."4. New
word. Listen: sis (pause) ter. (Pause.) Say it fast. "sister."5. New word. Listen: ham (pause)
burger. (Pause.) Say it fast. "hamburger."6. New word. Listen: mmmeee. (Pause.)Say it fast.
"me."7. New word. Listen: iiifff. (Pause.)Say it fast. "if."8. (Repeat any words child had trouble
with.)TASK 3 SAY THE SOUNDS1. I'm going to say some words slowly, without stopping. Then
you'll say them with me.2. First I'll say am slowly. Listen: aaammm. Now I'll say me slowly. Listen:
mmmeee. Now I'll say in slowly. Listen: iiinnn. Now I'll say she slowly. Listen: shshsheee.3. Now
it's your turn to say the words slowly with me. Take a deep breath and we'Il say aaammm. Get
ready. "aaammm."(To correct if child stops between sounds -- for example, "aaa [pause] mmm":)
Don't stop. Listen. (Don't pause between sounds a and m as you say aaammm.) Take a deep
breath and we'll say aaammm. Get ready. "aaammm." (Repeat until child responds with you.)4.
Now we'll say iiinnn. Get ready. "iiinnn." Now we'll say ooonnn. Get ready. "ooonnn."5. Your turn
to say words slowly by yourself. Say aaammm. Get ready. "aaammm." Say iiifff. Get ready. "iiifff."
Say mmmeee. Get ready. "mmmeee." Good saying the words slowly.TASK 4 SOUNDS
REVIEW1. Let's do the sounds again. See if you remember them. (Touch first ball for m,) Get
ready. (Quickly move to second ball. Hold.) "mmmmmm."2. (Touch first ball for s.) Get ready.
(Quickly move to second ball. Hold.) "ssssss."TASK 5 SAY IT FAST1. Let's play say-it-fast again.
Listen: motor (pause) cycle. Say it fast. "motorcycle."2. mmmeee. (Pause.) Say it fast. "me." iiifff.
(Pause.) Say it fast. "if." shshsheee. (Pause.) Say it fast. "she."TASK 6 SOUNDS WRITING(Note:
Refer to each symbol by its sound, not by its letter name. Make horizontal rules on paper or a
chalkboard about two inches apart. Separate writing spaces by spaces about one inch apart.
Optionally, divide writing spaces in half with a dotted line:-----.)1. See chart on page 24 for steps
in writing m and s.) You're going to write the sounds that I write. You're going to write a sound on
each line. I'll show you how to make each sound. Then you'll write each sound. Here's the first
sound you're going to write.2. Here's how you make mmm. Watch. (Make m at the beginning of
first line. Start with a vertical line:Then add the humps:(Point to m.) What sound? "mmm." First



you're going to trace the mmm that I made. Then you're going to make more of them on the
line.3. (Help child trace sound two or three times. Child is then to make three to five m's on top
line. Help child if necessary. For each acceptable letter child makes, say:) Good writing mmm.4.
Here's how to make sss. Watch. (Make s at beginning of second line. Point to s.) What sound?
"sss."5. First you're going to trace the sss that I made. Then you're going to make more of them
on the line. (Help child trace sound two or three times. Child is then to make three to five s's on
second line. Help child if necessary. For each acceptable letter child makes, say:) Good writing
sss.LESSON 2TASK 1 SOUNDS REVIEW1. (Point to m.) I'm going to touch under this sound
and say the sound. (Touch first ball of arrow. Move quickly to second ball. Hold two seconds.)
mmmmmm. (Release point.)2. Your turn to say the sound when I touch under it. (Touch first ball.)
Get ready. (Move quickly to second ball. Hold.) "mmmmmm."(To correct child saying a wrong
sound or not responding:) The sound is mmmmmm. (Repeat step 2.)3. (Touch first ball.) Again.
Get ready. (Move quickly to second ball. Hold.) "mmmmmm." (Repeat three more
times.)Copyright &copy; 1983 by Siegfried EngelmannRead more
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One more opinion, “This book is working - for my 2 year old daughter!. I started going through
this program with our daughter when she was 2 2/3 years old. She is more than a month away
from 3 and we are now at lesson 50. What is the standard at that level? Here are 2 lines from
lesson 49: "a man gave an old coat to an old goat". My daughter is sight reading that (not having
to sound out the words), but most of the time will confuse "coat" with "goat" and will possibly say
"give" instead of "gave".That will explain the 5 stars I'm giving the book, so if you need to make a
purchasing decision go ahead and order the book already. The rest of this review will detail a bit
more about our experiences and advice I have for other people purchasing this book. I think
you'll find it valuable.IMO, the key to understanding early learning is to realize that pretty much
any complex task can be reduced to a set of simple tasks and rules for determining the order of
those tasks. The way you teach anyone, be it a toddler or a university student - is reducing what
you want your student to accomplish to a set of tasks that your student can accomplish,
assessing their ability at each task, and teaching the skills involved with those tasks. After you
have successfully taught each sub-task in a task, teach the task (the integration of the sub-
tasks) as a skill.That is why the author is a genius for putting this book together - he has
identified each small skill involved in reading, and lays out a practical method to teach those
skills in the order necessary. At the price that this book sells for, it is a steal. Buy it already. It will
do infinitely more for your child's ability to read than spending 50 times the equivalent money on
50 glittery 10 page cardboard books with 3rd grade reading level that will do next to nothing to
teach your child how to read.As an example, I started with the 
  
Bob Books

  
  
. Which are good of course, but you soon learn that when your child can sound out the words,
"saying it fast" as the next stage is a separate skill that needs to be taught and your child doesn't
know what you mean. So you have to teach that skill. And there are a host of separate skills that
are not obvious to anyone who has not tried to teach a toddler how to read. This book covers
each of those skills!Looking at the other comments, I realize that there are very few other
parents who have tried to go through this with a child my daughter's age. It did not happen in a



vacuum. We went through starfall (google it) from since before she was two, and then taught her
how to use the computer sufficient to navigate through starfall by herself when she was maybe 2
1/3 or so. She would spend an hour a day or so by herself, of her own volition, navigating
through the letters at first and then everything else on the site. In this way she was laying down
the connections between neurons in the skills of understanding of the letters and what their
sounds were, and in recognizing patterns.As stated, we had already started with the Bob books
a week prior to TYCTR. And prior to that we had practised each of the sounds of the alphabet,
so that she was ready to sound out words by the time the book arrived. To be honest, we could
have started on this book well before we did. However, the time preceding was by no means
wasted. I would have chosen to do things differently though, especially the actual sounds of the
words. So, buy this book before your child is ready for it is good advice - it will teach you other
skills that are useful for your child, and prevent her having to unlearn your previous amateurish
teaching.What ended up happening is that we ended up coasting through the early lessons until
we hit a wall. And while the vernacular is to "hit a wall", what she really hit was not a wall but a
ramp that was a bit too steep for her - the natural rate of her ability to learn, as determined by the
state her brain is growing at, coupled with its prior training. We hit this ramp at about lesson 43 or
so. She was protesting it, and not enjoying the process any more. (I would well recommend
buying the author's other book, 
  
Give Your Child A Superior Mind

  
  
as mentioned on the front cover - as it will explain the learning adaptations that your child is
going through that you interpret as "mistakes". Note to the author/publisher - get thas book
reprinted, please! So be patient.)I also suspect that the "wall of text" the stories at the end
became a bit intimidating for her, especially at the end of a lesson. Note that it's actually no more
words than a typical Bob book, which she will munch through happily.That's not a knock on the
book at all. The author can't control the pace at which your child can learn. So, what did we do?
We went back 10 lessons and started again from there. And rather than be constrained by the
arbitrary "lesson" format of the book, we did half a lesson at a time. Sometimes finishing it in a
day. My daughter was enjoying it again!Teaching your child to read in this way is as much an
education for the parent as it is for the child. Here is my advice:-You will get the book and look at



the 30! page intro and the orthography, and think "Whoa!". But have faith, the author knows what
he's talking about. Boy, does he know what he's talking about.-Get feedback from your child (pay
attention to their ability to concentrate etc.) You will have far better progress at the start of the
day than at the end of the day, when their brains are tired. This should ideally be a morning
activity. Also, don't be too hard. If they are struggling to concentrate, often they are coming down
with a cold or flu. Be gentle.-Use bribery and blackmail. ;) The holy trinity of a sticker on a
calendar, a lolly (jube) and a movie will move mountains. I don't have a problem with this -
consider how addictive television is. That's what you have to compete with. 100 years ago when
all kids had to play with was cardboard boxes, maybe little of this bribery would have been
necessary.-Do it every day. It becomes a nice ritual for you, a great way to bond with your child. It
also teaches your child that a little bit of effort applied regularly can achieve great things.-
Dispense with the writing until they (want to) learn to hold a pen properly. When they are ready,
go back through this book with the writing parts (I think we are about to start that now.) Reading
is an easier skill to learn than writing. Which leads me to...-The maximum mental ability at a
given age in a given toddler is genetically governed. You can't exceed this limit, but you can
reach a level you otherwise wouldn't - by providing a nurturing environment. Note also that there
will be genetically defined times that a mental ability "comes online". The corollary to that is that
if your child is not ready for something, don't force it! Look at what your child IS ready for, and
teach that instead. Gauge, gauge, gauge.-From that perspective, attempt to do things the
author's way, but don't force things and don't feel that you need to say word for word what the
author recommends. Achieving success with a child at the youngest level requires a knack for
seeing what the child CAN accomplish, and teaching that. The younger your child is
(developmentally speaking), the more you will have to ad-lib, in order to maintain the child's
attention. Going too fast is an error, and going too slowly is also an error. And sometimes your
child will be stubborn and want to do it her way, and look at what she is doing. Maybe she knows
better than you do? For example, my daughter has decided from lesson 45 or so that she wants
to sight read everything she can, including the story at the end. I let her. The book says to sound
everything out first, but now we just sound out the difficult words.-Another thing I notice is that I
think she is starting to sound out the difficult words in her head rather than verbally. Rather than
enforce that she sound everything out, I'm letting her try it her way.-A great exercise, and one my
child loves, is "find the words". The book starts this some time early in the piece, and stops well
before lesson 50. However, we do this every single time because my daughter loves this so
much, and we have inadvertently found that it is probably the most effective way to teach sight
reading. We find every single word, not just in the paragraphs at the end but through the word
lists. Now we break the paragraphs at the end (ironically, using a Bob book as the block) into two
sections so that finding the words is manageable. (Note that we do this AFTER we have read the
words in question).-I think that you need to get excited about some aspect of it. During a time
when my daughter's patience waned, I had to use a trick from someone else here, and have her
stuffed animal read the story. It worked. But "find the words" (said in an excited, salesman-like



tone) is the game that she likes to keep coming back to. Whatever your child likes in the lesson,
remember it, tell her she's good at it, that she loves to do it, praise her, tell her that you're proud
of her. She will identify that and you can use it to provide motivation.-We read each word
"Lesson XX", e.g. "Lesson 45". It's a great way to teach counting in the double digits, she has
picked up the pattern already, though the exception of not saying "forty zero" for "40" confounds
her sense of logic. But remember that you should be teaching basic maths concepts (e.g.
counting) at the same stage you are teaching the reading. Numeracy is as important as literacy.-
Don't be surprised if your child improves her spoken sentence formation as a result of seeing
grammatically correct sentences laid out for her. It will improve more than just her reading.That's
probably enough for now. I hope this helps someone. And to those reviewers who say that this
book is boring - well, maybe it is. But it is effective, and it can be spiced up. And it is probably the
quickest way you can get your child to read books that are sufficiently complex that they ARE
interesting. The end goal here is to be able to get your child to the stage where they are good
enough at reading to allow an addiction to reading to develop, and at that stage you can just
select interesting books for them to read. If they are reading for a few hours a day because they
love to read, think how much faster they are going to learn (many things, not just reading) than
reading for twenty minutes a day on your lap.”

Meghan, “Effective even for very young, true beginners; improvements to system possible.. I can
count on one hand the number of reviews I've left, but I wanted to write this one for those who
are on the fence. I started this program for my 3.5 year old, really only because he kept asking.
I'm all about the play-based approach generally and had no desire for him to be reading, or to
teach it to him and mess something up. My son's not in an academic preschool. He didn't know
any but a few letters. He's bright and motivated, especially when things interest him (hello,
knowing 100 dinosaurs by name), and he has some pre-reading skills (loving being read to,
being able to rhyme and identify words that start with the same sound) but he can't sit still for two
seconds, and I was dreading this whole thing.At lesson 40, I'm pretty amazed. This book has
been wildly successful for him so far, but we've adapted a lot. He has always begged for reading
lessons before we actually start one, but initially, would quickly grow frustrated or have real
problems concentrating once they began. So after the first few lessons (which are shorter/easier
and were novel), we started breaking them up into 2-3 chunks throughout the day and
"gameifying" them. I also bought a bag of 100 mini dinosaurs from Amazon, and unashamedly
give him a new toy after every lesson. So yep. Bribery. Also, "blending" sounds was our
developmental roadblock. I almost abandoned the book around lesson 25 or so, when he still
didn't have it. He was doing the rhyming exercises without a problem, and also learning all the
individual phonics easily, but had real issues blending the sounds together. I've heard that
blending tends to be the skill that makes or breaks the book and some kids just won't get it till
later. For my son, it clicked around lesson 30 (though I had to scaffold- often covering up the first
letter of a CVC word, so that he just had to do one blend instead of two, and then connecting it



with the rhyming exercises he was so good at, by saying "'It', very good. Now rhyme 'it' with
'ssss'.") He still sometimes covers part of a word with his fingers when the whole thing is
overwhelming, and does it piecemeal. But he's totally sounding everything out and it's an
awesome thing to see. He can even sound out the two-syllable words, like "little". And now that
the words are easy for him, the excitement is there, and he's much more able to sit through a
whole lesson- sometimes even asks for two.I will say that I don't use the script a lot, and there
are things we'll have to pick up in a second go, or from another source. Reading each story twice
is too tedious. He doesn't have the motor skills to write, etc. And the focus on comprehension
and fluency is something we'll have to keep working at- he sometimes forgets words from the
beginning of the sentence because of the pace. But I think it's amazing that he's decoding so
well. He hasn't missed a word or even needed help with one in the last three lessons. I do love
that this is a phonics system. I didn't learn to read until in school and didn't use phonics- it made
the idea of teaching reading opaque to me, since I wasn't sure how I actually learned to read
myself. Phonics systematized it in a way that makes so much sense.I do want to mention that
there are other books that I suspect are as or more effective, and might be a better fit for your
child. Some are more comprehensive and move at a slower pace, many more "fun" (and the
welltrainedmind forum is a great place to get the run down). If I were starting over, I might have
chosen one of these, because, due to the age of my son and his temperament, I had to basically
become a one-woman show to keep things engaging and positive. I also think, for us personally,
approaching blending from several perspectives, and maybe in a more gamefied manner, while
providing more practice on one-blend words ("if," "on", etc.) would have helped crystallize things
for him sooner/less painfully. As it was, I did a lot of supplemental oral blending work- breaking
words up orally when in the care, reverse blending etc., and I think it helped, though I'm really
not sure what made it all finally click. Once it did? Smooth sailing. And it clicked all at once- from
getting every word wrong, to rarely stumbling. Kind of awesome to see.Some final notes about
moving beyond the book: it's apparently very common for kids to drop off around lesson 50,
when the length and difficulty of the stories goes up significantly. My suspicion is we'll be ok
here, because he really can sound out just about anything in each lesson, and now that he's
succeeding, has a lot more patience to try (plus, we're fine with breaking it up if not). But we'll
see. The second major drop off comes after Lessons 70-80 where the names of all letters, and
the capital letter forms are introduced over about three lessons, and where the special
orthography that helps with pronunciation disappears. I think this might pose a bigger problem
for us, since he doesn't know capital letters or letter names already- and learning all that quickly
will be a stretch, and the specialized script really does help. The specialized script, for me, is a
bit of a love-hate thing. It's definitely a useful tool, but it makes using any easy readers or
complementary systems really hard. Reading a "real book" is so much more motivating for him
now, but many of the readers I've seen (Bob, or I am Sam books) aren't a great match, since
they introduce letters at different times, have a different orthography (e.g., no hat on the a), and
don't use phonics-based script. There's just a lot of new information- and he struggles at even



the simplest readers. It'd be great if there were accompanying readers you could use in tandem
with this book- because there's a difference between reading a few sentences, and reading a
"real book"- a big one.I know there are a lot of caveats in this review, but my kid is reading a full
two years before kindergarten, due to ten minutes of practice every few days over a single
summer. And he's excited about reading more each day. Really hard to give less than five stars
there.Update one year later:So my suspicions were right here. Once you get past Lesson 70 or
so, the pace is brutal for a kid that doesn't know his alphabet already. The book is still throwing
new phonic sounds at you, but also expects the kids to learn lowercase and capital letters as
well as the names of all letters, AND drop the special orthography- all very suddenly. It was too
much, the last one especially, and we put reading away. He sort of lost his motivation, and I had
no urge to work on this before he was ready, so I dropped it. I did kind of expect that the skills
he'd picked up would help him transition to reading regular books on his own through the year.
That didn't happen. He forgot a lot of what the book covered, and really just remained content
with me reading to him.We returned to it this summer, with him age 4.5 knowing about 80% of
the letter names, capitals and lower case included, and it was a whole different thing. He now
has the motor skills to write, his ability to comprehend and retain what he reads is excellent, and
he loves the lessons and flies through them in 5 minutes. His attention span is still that of a four
year old, but no more one woman show required for him to sit through one- just some mile
redirection. Most key, instead of being an insurmountable challenge,dropping the specialized
orthography was a small hurdle, easily cleared. He's done with the book now, and taken off with
reading in a way I suspect will stick with him. I'm sure doing it last year helped with foundation
skills. And I wonder if we could've made it through a year earlier if he'd known his alphabet
better. But I'm pretty happy with how things went. I do suspect, just because of how easy it was
at age 4.5, that 3.5 was a little early for us. Maybe I could've made it through, but better to just
wait till there's interest, it's fun and painless. That's what it was this summer.”

Jeffrey A Erochko, “Painful and boring, but it worked.. We started working through this book with
our 4-year-old boy at the beginning of the Covid lockdown (mid-March) and we just finished
Lesson 100 today (mid-August). As others have said, you REALLY need to read the front-matter
before you start. The first dozen lessons or so were SO painful that we had to bribe our son to do
it... Each Lesson contains 8-9 Tasks, so after he finished each Task, we'd give him a chocolate
chip. Yep. We were reduced to bribery. Once we were about halfway through the book, we
promised we'd throw him a "Chocolate Party" if he finished. We even started referring to it as the
"Chocolate Book" so that he wouldn't come to associate reading with how boring/difficult the
book is. We hit a real low once the book switched from the special orthography into normal
writing. Lessons were taking over an hour at that point. He'd be crying. We'd be crying. It was
tough. But we reminded ourselves the Chocolate Party was coming and we endured. The last 10
lessons went faster since he pretty much knew how to read at that point. Sooo, did it work? Yes.
He is a 4.5 year old who can read and is proud that he can read. Would I go through that again?



Only if there's another Global Pandemic.”

Jo Smith, “Tedious and repetitive at times, but it works!. I have used this book to teach all three
of my kids how to read. They are in French Immersion so are not taught English reading at their
school until Grade 3, but they were all eager to be able to read in English before then. This book
can be tedious and repetitive, and the stories are often bizarre, but it works! Once the kids got
the hang of the lessons, I quickly dropped the suggested script for parents (in red text) and just
allowed them to read the words/stories.You can start this at various ages/levels - I started it ages
4, 5 and 6 for my kids, with them already knowing some letters, all letters but no sounds, and all
letters and all sounds respectively. It's a little more tedious the more they already know when
they start the book, so starting earlier seemed to work better. All three of my kids are now strong
readers in both English and French at school - even though we focus on English reading at
home, having a strong foundation in reading (even in English) seems to have helped them when
they were learning to read in French.What worked best for us was having a set time of day (after
dinner for us) when we did the lessons, although honestly with all three kids we've had large
gaps of weeks at a time where they didn't do it, and then picked back up where they left off.The
book states that by the end they should be at a Grade Two reading level, and I'd say that's
accurate. The suggested reading after finishing the book ranges from "Hop on Pop" to "Magic
Treehouse". I've attached a picture of the final story in Lesson 100 to give a sense of the level
they get to by the end of the 100th lesson.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book but you will need plenty of patience.. I bought this book at
the start of Feb for my just turned 4 year old. He has just discovered computer games and asked
to be taught how to read so he knows what is happening in his games. We are now on lesson 80,
I'm not gonna lie it is becoming a chore. We flew through the first 40 lessons, then they start
getting a little longer everyday so now it takes around an hour and anyone with a fidget pants 4
year old knows how annoying it is to try to get them to sit still for any length of time. We are
persevering. It is amazing how well my little boy is reading in such a short time and I just keep
thinking one more month and we are done. He is going to start reception with a head start and it
will be worth it. Just remember mums and dads, we all have to go through sitting there for
endless hours while our precious little ones sound out every letter excruciatingly slowly but this
book helps them blend the sounds and move on from sounding out very quickly. It will be worth
it.”

PSMAMA, “Best Book I bought bought for my daughter!!. My daughter was 3 and one day she
told me "mummy can u teach me to read". I did not have the faintest idea on where to begin. So I
did a bit of research and ended up buying this book. Best thing I did.I Was sceptical in the
beginning but not for long. Took two days to read the instructions for parents ( that's the
complicated bit ) but it explained how the lessons should be done . Made complete sense



because you don't want to look confused infront of your child. Had to read and prepare the first
few lessons but soon we both got the hang of it and the rest went amazingly well. Sounds are
introduced one at a time and then practiced it in words and then the words are introduced into
sentences. Now at lesson 58 she is very confident and loves to do her reading lesson everyday.
She now gets very excited when she recognises and read words (and some sentences) in
magazines , on TV, story books etc. I was worried if the difference in pronunciation (American) is
going to confuse her because we live in the UK but that was no problem at all. I love the fact that
they also have a list of 20 story books you can introduce after finishing this book successfully.
My daughter starts school in 5 months time and I am sure I don't have to worry about her
reading. Planning to use the same book for my two year old son when he is ready.”

SepidehSanaz, “If you follow the steps...Yes your child can read perfectly in 100 days. I have
started using this book when my older son had only 3 years old...His teacher suggested to me to
work extra on his reading as she thought he has the potential and he is very interested. I have
started with this book and after 30 lessons he could read. He is 5.5 years old now and reads
grade 3 books. The lessons were so easy to follow, however, as a suggestion to the author for
new edition it would be great if they add some colour into this book and make the stories at the
end a little more interesting. I am now practicing this with my other son again as his teacher
suggested the same thing, maybe a little later than my first one though. He is 4.5 years old and I
found that the story is a little less boring for him compared to my older son when he was reading
the same thing in younger age so we can go through more lessons before he gets bored.TWO
SUGGESTIONs TO PARENT:1-It is not important how many lessons you go through each day,
BUT it is very important to have a little time allotted EVERY DAY constantly, preferably at the
same time and same location.Lessons are so easy to learn and so easy to forget if you don't
practice them every day.2_ DO NOT SKIP LESSONS...you might find your child is so advance to
go through all the steps, but when you get to the later lessons, you find WHY it was so important
to follow through all steps, and why the authors strongly suggest the same thing over and over. If
you don't go through all the lessons, the later more advanced lessons won't go as smooth like
the first ones.and PLEASE take time and read the authors forward or the book INTRODUCTION
before you start any lesson with your child.GOOD LUCK!”

The book by Lori Helman has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 14,929 people have provided feedback.
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